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A PALETTE OF INSPIRATION

MultiForm is a complete design solution that captures the creativity 
inherent in color. A revolutionary carpet tile collection, it inspires 

amazing floorscapes while making it easy for designers to create their 
vision. Inspired by color. Imagined by an artist. Created for designers.

F R A M E  A  M O O D

M U L T I F O R M
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Scan to watch  
the video



Available in 20 mood-enhancing hues, each MultiForm carpet 
tile features unique variations in color and shading, and a 

distinguishing outer frame.
Ultimately configurable, MultiForm comes in three sizes (1m x 1m, 50cm x 1m, and 
25cm x 1m) that can be used alone or combined to create endless combinations.
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MULTIPLE OPTIONS

50cm x 1m

1m x 1m

25cm x 1m
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MultiForm in Chill. Combination of all three tile sizes. 
Vertical ashlar.
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CREATE THE ULTIMATE FLOORSCAPE

With MultiForm’s multiple sizes and colors, you can bring a floor to life in the 
same way an artist applies color to a canvas. The only limit is your imagination.

MultiForm in Chill and Vital, random 
installation of all three tile sizes.
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MultiForm in Cheer, with Color Field in Dry Dock and Encryption 
Linear Code in Node. 25cm x 1m planks. Vertical ashlar.
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Color Field: Dry Dock 
MultiForm: Cheer
Encryption: Node
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MultiForm in Cheer, with Color Field in Dry Dock and Encryption 
Linear Code in Node. 25cm x 1m planks. Vertical ashlar.
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Color Field: Dry Dock 
MultiForm: Cheer
Encryption: Node

COMPLEMENTARY DESIGN

MultiForm coordinates beautifully with our popular Encryption and Color Field 
collections —making it easier than ever to achieve your creative vision.   



CREATED JUST FOR YOU
Imagined by Milliken designer and painter Susan 
FitzGerald, MultiForm offers a unique aesthetic that 
captures the creativity inherent in color. By utilizing 
framing, shading and pattern blends, Susan was able 
to bring her vision for one-of-a-kind floorscapes to 
life. Choose complementary colors to convey fluidity 
or pair contrasting shades for impact. MultiForm’s 
variety of shapes and colorways make it easy to 
designate special areas and direct traffic flow.
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Placid Painting by Milliken Designer, Susan FitzGerald
MultiForm in Meditate, with Elation, Placid and Chill accents. 
50cm x 1m and 25cm x 1m planks. Monolithic.
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Get more at millikenfloors.com
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MultiForm in Vital. 25cm x 1m planks. Herringbone.

MultiForm in Vital, with Sunny accents. 
25cm x 1m planks. Vertical ashlar.

THE COLORS OF A MOOD

The MultiForm collection offers a palette of 20 intriguing colors—each 
selected for its ability to evoke a mood. Choose Sunny to convey the warmth 

of sunshine. Or integrate calmness in your design plan with Vital.
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SIMPLIFYING THE  
CREATIVE PROCESS

MultiForm is a design tool you can 
use again and again. With limitless 
combinations of size and color, no two 
installations will ever be exactly the 
same. Instead, each creation stands 
on its own as a living work of art—a 
customized solution for your unique 
design challenge.
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MultiForm in Calm, with Cheer accents. 
Combination of all three tile sizes. Monolithic.

Painting by Milliken Designer,  
 Susan FitzGerald

Cheer
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MultiForm in Subdue.  Combination of all three tile sizes. Vertical ashlar.

Just as artists create one-of-a-kind pieces using the same  
palette, the MultiForm  KIT of PARTS allows you to design 

unique flooring solutions each and every time you use it. So, 
be sure to order more than one sample and start creating 
your masterpiece. The complete range of variation within 
each MultiForm color is shown in our look book. Contact 

your representative for more information.

T H E  A R T  O F 
R A N D O M  V A R I A T I O N



MLT67-152  CHILL                                                                         
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MLT209-108  CALM 

MLT51-5-25  MEDITATE MLT97-217  ENVELOPE  

MLT120-39-48  SUBDUE  MLT76-120-6  VITAL  

MLT26-135  SUNNY  MLT120-208  SOMBER  

MLT118-97  QUIET                    MLT79-149-164  FAMILIAR  

MLT60-147  ELATION  MLT199-193  ENGAGE  

MLT119-126  CHEER MLT52-158-51  POISED  

MLT52-228  ENCHANT  MLT52-161-200  PLACID  

MLT118-108  PEACEFUL  MLT53-43-78  STILL  

MLT53-200-161  LIVELY  MLT67-62  UPLIFT

18 Design Note: Shown in 50cm x 1m tiles.



Style Backed by Performance

Complete Performance and Support

Milliken Floor Covering offers products and expertise in all 
areas of your commercial spaces, including high-performance 
entryway systems, modular and broadloom carpet, luxury vinyl 
tile, and milliCare.® Simplify your flooring projects by working 
with a trusted partner that lets you focus on enjoying the 
process of creating a great space.

The OBEX™ brand of products offers highly effective, comprehensive modular 
entry solutions designed as a three-zone barrier system to prevent dirt and moisture 
from entering the building. Available in coordinated colors and patterns, OBEX™ 
entry products are engineered to increase the functionality of a building’s entrance 
without forsaking elements of design or aesthetic. 

ENTRYWAY SYSTEMS

Milliken’s broadloom and carpet tile incorporate the latest innovations in tufting and 
dyeing technology, achieving unique looks and excellent performance. All carpet tile 
products have cushion backing for an extended lifespan, as well as ergonomic and 
environmental benefits. 

MODULAR CARPET AND BROADLOOM

From natural looks of wood and stone to more modern textures and abstracts, 
Milliken’s collection of Luxury Vinyl Tile flooring creates new options for a 
commercial or hospitality interior. Our simple-to-search Color Reference system 
provides easy coordination of the LVT options to modular and broadloom carpets. 

LUXURY VINYL TILE

milliCare takes caring for your flooring and textiles off your to-do list, which means 
you can skip right to the part where you get to lean back, put your hands behind 
your head, and be a hero for keeping a beautifully cleaned space. 

MILLICARE®

Core to our culture, we embrace sustainability with 
practices such as third party voluntary product 
labeling and certifications, zero waste to landfill since 
1992, use of renewable energy, product lifecycle 
assessments, ISO 9000 quality standards and all of 
our manufacturing sites are certified to the highest 
global environmental standard - ISO 14001.        
» millikenfloors.com/sustainability

SUSTAINABILITY

Provides superior underfoot 
comfort while improving  
the carpet’s durability and 
offering ergonomic, acoustic 
and environmental benefits. 
» millikenfloors.com/cushion

CUSHION BACKING

StainSmart, a proprietary treatment 
applied to Milliken carpets designed 
to repel and protect against stains 
and enhance soil release. 
» millikenfloors.com/stainsmart

STAINSMART®

Our bio-based high-friction coating 
keeps carpet tiles securely in place 
without additional adhesives, 
eliminating the need to prime 
or seal the floor and reducing 
installation time and costs. 
» millikenfloors.com/tractionback

TRACTIONBACK®

Milliken modular carpet is a moisture mitigation 
solution all by itself. Unlike with hardback products, 
water vapor has a way to escape from beneath 
Milliken’s cushion backing. It travels freely through 
our open-cell cushion, evaporating naturally through 
seams at the edges of each carpet tile. All modular 
carpet tiles come with a lifetime warranty against 
adhesive breakdown due to moisture vapor emissions. 
» millikenfloors.com/moisture

MOISTURE MANAGEMENT

Our products are backed by lifetime commercial warranties that 
ensure quality and give peace of mind. Milliken stands behind 
its products in the areas of Face Fiber Wear, Staining/Soiling 
Resistance, Color Pattern Permanency, Delamination of Backing, 
Edge Ravel, Tuft Bind, Floor Compatibility, Antistatic, Flammability, 
Cushion Resiliency, Dimensional Stability, Floor Release, 
TractionBack and Moisture Resistance. 
» millikenfloors.com/warranty

WARRANTY

Avoid the hassle and  
expense of using anti-fatigue 
mats under sit-to-stand 
workstations. Milliken cushion 
backed carpet tiles have 
ergonomics built directly into 
the carpet tiles themselves. 
» millikenfloors.com/sit2stand

SIT TO STAND

20 21LVT wood in Laurel Oak. MultiForm in Meditate, combination of 25cm x 1m and 50cm x 1m tiles. Quadrus in Apogee Brush.



Construction 
Tufted, Textured Loop

Tile Sizes 
1 m x 1 m  (39.4” x 39.4”)
50 cm x 1 m (19.7” x 39.4”) 
25 cm x 1 m (9.8” x 39.4”)
Yarn Type 
100% Milliken-Certified WearOn® 
Nylon Type 6,6
Stain Repel & Resist / Soil Release 
StainSmart®

Tufted Face Weight 
15 oz/yd² (509 g/m²)

Finished Pile Height 
0.13” (3.3 mm)

Finished Pile Thickness 
0.08” (2.03 mm)

Average Density 
6,541

Standard Backing 
PVC-Free Underscore™ ES Cushion 
Underscore™ is available with TractionBack®

Texture Appearance Retention 
Rating (TARR) 
Severe

Recommended Installation Methods 

MONOLITHIC PLANKS

TractionBack® 
Simplify your modular installation  
with Milliken’s patented 
TractionBack,® an innovative 
backing system that is faster, more 
cost efficient, and environmentally 
superior to wet adhesives and peel-
and-stick carpet tile.

RANDOM

This cushion-back carpet tile product is covered by one or more patents, published applications and/or patents pending. Specifications are subject to normal 
manufacturing tolerances and may be changed without prior notice. Images in this brochure are approximate for color and pattern scale. Please use actual carpet samples 
to make your final selections.

MULTIFORM

PLAYS WELL  
WITH OTHERS

While MultiForm is a complete 
design solution that stands on 
its own, its artistic approach 
also pairs beautifully with 
several other of our leading 
designs. For an enhanced touch, 
try coordinating your new 
MultiForm carpet with a style 
from either our Color Field or 
Encryption collections.

COLOR FIELD

MULTIFORM

ENCRYPTION
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Growing greener for over 100 years.
This product has a UL® Environment 3rd party verified Environmental Product Declaration(EPD). A copy of the EPD 
is available online at millikencarpet.com/epd and productguide.ulenvironment.com.


